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jiiiiMJERUSALEM (WNS) -- - Deputy Premier
Yigal Allon has rejected the view thai a peace
treaty with the Arabs would be valueless,
noting that with "the bitter relations in the
area there is tremendous value in a, written
contract.'' He told a symposium at the Van
Leer Institute here that the forthcoming peace
conference in Geneva Dec. 18, would have more
chance to succeed if Israel could negotiate
separately with each Arab country. -

Meanwhile Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
told visiting delegates from the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organi-
zations that even if the cease-fi- re broke down
the conference has a chance to pave the way
for peace if Israel was careful not to forgo
anything vital to its future. While praising
U.S. military . aid, Dayan said he hoped the
U.S. would not f.ttempt to dictate Israel's
security frontiers, since in the absence of
these frontiers, any peace proposed would be
unstable and doubtful.

But Foreign Minister Abba Eban told the
American Jewish leaders tha: Israel's pre-w- ar

"security doctrine" had failed and that all
policies that rested on it had to be revised.
"We should not abandon the idea of strategic
depth, Eban said, ""but there is a versatile
range of methods which can be achieved
sometimes, but not always, by territorial
change,"

Eban said the peace conference would be
a prolonged effort, somewhat like the Vietnam
talks in Paris.

Earlier Eban told a delegation
from the Israel Bond Organization that if the
Arabs agree to a full peace implying diplomatic
relations, economic and commercial contacts

- , (Continued on Page ,3)

DOR KARDGXIX BJL1 UITIVAH

Dor Kardonik, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Kardonik, who will
become a Bar Mitzvah
during services at
Temple Beth Sholom,
1600 E. Oakey Blvd.,
on Saturday morning,,
December 8, 1973.

Rabbi Philip Shnair-so- n,

spiritual leader of
the Temple, will offi-1

ciate and conduct the
services, which comm-
ence at 9:00 A.M.
Cantor Joseph Kohn will

" " chant the liturgyi--:"r-i-w-

The parents of the
Bar Mitzvah will host

I the congregation to a
Kiddush in the Temple

(DOR )

Social Hall immediately
after the services.
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TELLTALES
"Oii Men Pus Tfc Truth
Constitutes A Majority"

BY JACK TELL
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Oil n 4wta ;
While it is apparent the latest weapon for

Russian world conquest is Arab oil, there is t
something about the Arab oil blackmail which
does not add up.

Arabs have led the world to believe all they it
wanted was the return of their occupied land.

"

The oil shortage was created to have countries J

faced with energy crisis pressure pressure
Israel into acceding to Arab demands. But "

blackmailers, who are in a position to call
the shots, never stop when their first demands
are met.

Already France is about to sell Libya
Mirage F- -l fighter bombers and nuclear - 4

weapons. Saudi Arabia's Shiekh Yamani headed 'I
Arab spokesmen who declared, "oil-hung- ry

European states cannot deny us arms," with
the added threat," whole economy l'
will definitely collapse all of a sudden." 'l

This is what we cannot comprehend. Why -- 1
do the Arabs need arms from European VJ
countries? 14

The Soviet Union, employing the greatestair lift in history, is continuing to supply Arab
countries with "the costliest of most modern '
war equipment, including the most-sophisticate- d

':

missiles and latest model tanks, weapons which
have not yet been supplied to their own Russian I

divisions. Many of these modern T-- 62 tanks .

have been captured and . converted to use by
Israel. But they are continued to be airlifted J
by Russia in large quantities. Experts have- ,!

declared that Syria has more tanks- - than the
combined forces of France and Britain. 1

The most significant of sophisticated weapons r i

delivered by the Communists to the Arabs are .

the heavy nuclear bombardment rockets already 1

fitted with fission warheads. The Arabs already ?

have 30 of these, each with the destructive
power of the Atom bomb on Hirashima in 1945.

There is much talk about Russian "detente.," '
vV

which is an ive word for understanding 1
and desire for world peace. It is difficult for 1

a reasonable man to assimulate Russian J"detente" and its overwhelming desire to l
arinihilate Israel. This is discernable by the if
limitless Soviet supply to the Arabs of the t
most effective weapon in the 1973 war. X

(Continued on page 4)
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NEW YORK (WNS)
Nixon and

American Jewish lead-
ers mourned the death
of Former Israeli
Prime Minister David
Ben Gurion.

Nixon praised Ben
Gurion as a man who
worked with courage,
love and determination
to establish the modern
State of Israel. He said
the example of Ben
Gurion increased his
conviction that the cause
of peace and justice will
triumph in the Middle
East.

Paul Zuckerman,

general chairman of the
United Jewish Appeal,said that Ben Gurion's
"life should stand
especially at this crit-
ical moment in history --

as a beacon of inspira-
tion to us all." He
added that UJA "reded-icat- es

itself to the
continuing fulfillment of
Ben Gurion's vision to
build in the promised
land a land of promise
for those oppressed and
in need."

Dr. Nahum Goldman,
president of the World
Jewish Congress, in a
telegram to Ben
Gurion's son; Amos, de-

clared: "Your father
was the most influential,
most authoriative and
most creative leader of
our generation. He hot,
only was decisive in
creating the State but
succeeded as very few
other historical person-
alities to shape the
image of the state and
mold the thinking and
psychology of the people
of Israel.

In Paris,. President
Georges Pompidou said
Ben Gurion's death
"marks, the loss of a
man who beyond
political positions of
governments, sharply
marked the destiny" of

- Israel. '

ISRAEL'S ELDEn STATESMAN
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I JDAVID BEN GURION
1886-197- 3

COMPLETE STORY NEXT WEEK

YAHRZEnS
TONIGHT AT

BETH SHOLOM

Friday, Dec. 7, 1973)

Alfred Goldberg
" Louis Weintraub

' Barney Goldstein
Max Kahn
Eli Cohen

' Joseph Stern
Hyman Weisser

' ... Max Berenkrantz
Robert Blasband
Benjamin Tizer
Sholom Singer

i
" . ' Pearl Phillips

Sarah Wallerstein
Anne Rice

. Cherie Joy Suid
Rose Grapel

"
, Eva Franklin

Jennie Marcus , - .
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WE REMIND INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSMEN, WHO V
WISH TO CONVEY HANUKKAH GREETINGS, THE SPE--
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